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ABSTRACT
Radiotherapy can induce toxicity in healthy tissues such as radiation-induced fibrosis (RIF), and macro-
phages are proposed as new profibrogenic cells. In this Point-of-View, we summarize the role of the
immune response in ionizing radiation injury, and we focus on macrophages as a new therapeutic target
in RIF.
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Introduction

While antitumor immune response to radiotherapy (RT) has
currently been broadly investigated, the precise impact of the
immune component on radiation-induced healthy tissue toxi-
city remains poorly understood. Recent insights regarding the
functional role of inflammatory cells suggest that inflammation
could play a role beyond the classical “acute” phase. The initial
effect of gamma irradiation (IR) on tissues is the production of
reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (ROS and NOS, respec-
tively) that cause damage to DNA, proteins and lipids leading
to cell injury or death.1 Upon IR, the secretion of growth
factors is stimulated to promote cell growth, and the wound
repair process is activated to allow removal/renewal of dead
cells.2 Pioneer studies conducted by Rubin and Casarett
(1968)3, Travis (1980)4 and Fajardo (1982)5 showed that tissue
response to IR is characterized by an acute phase involving the
recruitment of inflammatory cells at the site of injury. After a
period of latency, a late phase characterized by a chronic
inflammation and chronic tissue injury (i.e., fibrosis) follows.
During the radiation wound repair process, recruitment of
inflammatory cells occurs at the site of injury, which can
contribute to late tissue damage.6–8 Here, we discuss in more
detail the immune system/macrophage responses to radiother-
apy and their involvement in the development of radiation
injury.

Immediate immunological consequences of IR

Interestingly, IR is able to induce an immune response that is
displaced in time but also in space (i.e., abscopal effect). It has
been reported that IR can induce inflammation in nonirradiated
sites in vivo.5,9 IR can also induce inflammatory bystander
signals in vitro.10,11 Bystander factors are produced by irradiated
cells and can activate nonirradiated cells.9 It has been reported
that the initial response to RT involves the production of

damaged-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) from irra-
diated cells.12 Associated to immunogenic cell death,13 DAMPs
production is followed by a cascade of proinflammatory cytokine
secretion leading to the initiation of inflammation.12 Several
studies have described the secretion of inflammatory cytokines
after IR in vivo.4,8 Inflammatory cytokines produced in vivo by
irradiated cells could act as bystander factors to induce the
abscopal effect. Interestingly, macrophages have been proposed
as an important source of bystander signals in vivo.9

Macrophage response to radiotherapy

Macrophages as innate immune cells are recruited at sites of
injury where they can perform their phagocytic function.14

Accordingly, after IR, macrophages are recruited at the irra-
diated site.4,8 The direct effect of IR on macrophages remains
poorly explored.15 Mukherji et al. proposed that macrophage
activation is a secondary effect of IR, which results from
cellular damage signals and the clearance of radiation-
induced apoptotic cells, rather than a direct effect of IR.9

Accordingly, in our recent study, we showed that lung alveo-
lar macrophages (AM) that are newly recruited to the lungs
after the depletion induced by thoracic IR exposure are
activated, as they present an increase in both the expression
of Arg1, CD206 and Icam1.8 This result suggests that these
AMs, which have not been directly exposed to IR, are acti-
vated by the existing signals rather than directly by IR.
However, several in vitro studies underscore the direct effect
of IR in macrophage activation.16–18 After in vitro cumula-
tive ionizing radiation doses (2Gy/fraction/day), human
monocyte-derived macrophages remain viable despite DNA
damages, with an active metabolism. Cumulative doses of
10Gy increased proinflammatory, and decreased anti-inflam-
matory markers in macrophages.19 In vivo, it is rather diffi-
cult to assess the direct effect of IR on macrophage
activation. However, recent studies in the tumor stroma
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showed that high doses of IR (> 8Gy) promote anti-inflam-
matory activation of macrophages,20 and low doses (< 2Gy)
combined with immunotherapy induce proinflammatory
activation of macrophages that favor tumor elimination.21

These data suggest that there is a direct effect of IR on
macrophage activation. Upon activation, macrophages pro-
duce bystander signals9 and play an important role in the
development of radiation injury.8 Interestingly, RT can
strongly affect the activated phenotypes of macrophages
and thus shape the macrophage response and role. Rubin
and colleagues have shown that isolated AMs from lungs of
mice that were irradiated (17.5 Gy) in vivo produce large
amounts of TGFα and TGFβ, suggesting that in response to a
high dose of IR, resident and recruited macrophages were
stimulated to produce profibrotic growth factors that would
induce the differentiation of fibroblasts into secretory
myofibroblasts.22 Accordingly, we have shown that high
doses of IR (16Gy) increase the level of Arg1+ lung inter-
stistial macrophages (IMs), which are able to induce in vitro
activation of fibroblasts.8 Interestingly, RT induces apoptosis
in cancer cells,23 and apoptosis is known to drive immuno-
suppressive macrophages,24 which are characterized by the
production of anti-inflammatory cytokines such as TGFβ1, a
powerful fibrogenic factor. The excessive production of
fibrogenic factors induces an unbalance in wound healing
causing tissue toxicity.25

Immune response to radiotherapy and lung radiation
injury

Inflammation constitutes an important step in the process of
repair of IR-induced wounds.6–8 Tissue response to IR can be
dichotomized into two important phases, acute and late. In
the lung, as a paradigmatic organ affected by radiation toxi-
city, during the acute phase, inflammatory cells are mobilized
into irradiated sites (Figure 1).8 An in-depth exploration of

acute phase is necessary to better understand how IR mod-
ulates the immune system within few hours/days.
Interestingly, inflammation occurs within parenchyma and
then within alveoli. Whether this is a simple spatial displace-
ment of inflammatory response or a differential response
between to different compartments is not known. In the first
case, inflammatory cells would cross the epithelial barrier,
while in the second, an immune response within parenchyma
would be totally independent of that within alveoli. It has
recently become evident that the immune system also plays
a role in the late phases of IR-induced toxicities. We (and
other colleagues) have recently shown a key role for macro-
phages in radiation-induced lung fibrosis.7,8 One of the
important questions that was asked and that persists is
whether the acute inflammation is at the origin of the late
chronic inflammation/tissue injury. Interestingly, the late
inflammation/injury arises after a latent period during which
nothing occurs at the clinical level suggesting that this period
is more infraclinical rather than an inert phase.

Macrophages involvement in radiation-induced
injury

The Travis group in the 1980s described macrophage infiltra-
tion in air space with mononuclear inflammatory cells in
alveolar walls as the criterion of acute injury phase.
Furthermore, alveolitis was described as one hallmark of
radiation-induced fibrosis (RIF) in the lung.4 Accordingly,
recent studies have confirmed earlier data reporting macro-
phage infiltration within the site of the radiation-induced
toxicity in the heart26 and in the lung.7,8 Scientists have long
wondered whether the recruitment of macrophages is the
cause or the consequence of the development of the RIF.
The Huber group showed that CTGF inhibitor protects
against radiation-induced fibrogenesis via normalization of
the expression of genes that is associated with anti-

Figure 1. Dynamic changes in myeloid cells in the lung after IR. Upper panel: a wave of monocytes is rapidly (3 days post IR, D3) recruited to lung parenchyma,
followed by a second wave at day 15 (D15). Interstitial macrophages peak at 6 days (D6) post IR and, after a latent phase, they increase again starting from 16 weeks
(W16) after IR. Neutrophil levels are increased at D6-15 before returning to basal. Lower panel: while levels of alveolar neutrophils and monocytes increase at D15
post IR, at this time point, alveolar macrophages are depleted. The levels of the three populations increase again starting from W16.
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inflammatory macrophage influx.7 We recently showed that
radiation-induced fibrosis is associated with a large increase
in Arg1 mRNA (an anti-inflammatory marker) in IMs with an
increase in membrane expression of CD206 suggesting that
IMs adopt an anti-inflammatory profile during radiation-
induced lung toxicity.8 It seems that anti-inflammatory
macrophages are more radio-resistant than proinflammatory
macrophages.27 Our study clearly showed that interstitial and
alveolar macrophages were modulated differently during the
acute phase of IR response (Figure 1); interestingly, 15 days
post-IR AMs were depleted but not IMs, suggesting that IMs
are more radio-resistant than AMs.8 Furthermore, IMs are
profibrosant but not AMs. The radio-resistance of IMs and
the ability of IR to induce an anti-inflammatory profile in IMs
favor fibrogenesis. Indeed, a macrophage has been reported as
the one of the most radio-resistant cell in humans due to its
substantial production of antioxidant molecules such as man-
ganese superoxide dismutase (MnSOD), a scavenger of super-
oxide ions (O−

2).
28 This scenario could explain the major role

of macrophages in the development of IR-induced tissue
injury. Therefore, targeting macrophages to prevent or treat
IR-induced tissue toxicity becomes a new therapeutic strategy.
Our group has shown that the specific depletion of profibro-
genic anti-inflammatory IMs but not AMs using a monoclo-
nal antibody against colony stimulating factor 1 receptor
(CSF1R) protect against IR-induced lung fibrosis. Targeting
the CCL2/CCR2 axis to inhibit the migration of monocytes
into the irradiated site could also constitute a potential strat-
egy to protect against IR-induced tissue toxicity, including
lung fibrosis.29 However, it is important to get a clear under-
standing of the involvement of resident and recruited macro-
phages in the development of tissue toxicity to optimize such
potential therapeutic intervention. Another therapeutic strat-
egy is represented by macrophage reprogramming and
immune system reeducation. In tumor models, macrophage
reprograming using a low dose of IR resulted in an antitumor
activity.21 Accordingly, in IR-induced tissue toxicity, the use
of a proinflammatory agent could be a potential strategy to
reprogram macrophage polarization and switch the profibro-
tic profile of macrophages to a more proinflammatory, anti-
fibrotic one.

Conclusions

Macrophage as an immune cell plays an important role in
pathophysiological tissue response to radiotherapy, and it
represents a novel profibrogenic actor that plays an important
role during radiation-induced normal tissue toxicity.
Radiation-induced normal tissue toxicity is a complex
response, which depends on the microenvironment, on the
dose and fractionation of IR, on the target site and volume
irradiated, on concomitant or sequential treatments (chemo
and/or immunotherapy). Each of these parameters and their
interplay is very complex and still needs to be completely
understood. Within the microenvironment, macrophages
respond differently to radiotherapy in normal tissue depend-
ing on both time and IR/fractionation dose, and a complete
understanding of their response to IR has yet to be achieved.
Nevertheless, macrophages appear as a promising therapeutic

target for the prevention or the treatment of radiation-
induced toxicities. Immunomodulation can thus represent
not only a groundbreaking approach to increase the antitu-
mor efficacy of radiotherapy, but also to limit its side effects.
We anticipate that the radiotherapy community will put sub-
stantial research efforts in this field and that significant
advances in the management of radiation toxicities will be
achieved in the next years.
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